For my Editorial I would like to stay
with the theme of linking up.

Editorial
Welcome to the 2nd Anniversary issue
of the Fountain International
Magazine. Like all the issues of the
magazine, this one has a flavour all of
its’ own, an array of personal
experiences, (many thanks to the
people who sent them in,) with a
broader mix, especially in the creative
area, but also holding on to one of our
signatures of earth energies. WOW.

Recently I received an offer from
Steven Fuller a Fountain International
member, saying that he would like to
build, and run a Fountain
International Community page on
Facebook. I will be honest and say that
I am not diligent with Facebook, so I
jumped at the chance of someone else
taking that under their wing. At
present the page is under construction,
but it’s partly or fully up, depending on
when you read this magazine. Take a
look!!! Like our Facebook page,
(under Fountain International,) share
comments and articles etc. Its simple
to add pictures and share information.

In my reading travels, I have recently
come across a few Suzanne Thomas’s.
The most recent one was in Kindred
Spirit Magazine, about a Bard/
Storyteller named Suzanne Thomas.
Much as I wish that I had the skills of a
bard, storyteller, it was not me.

I would like to announce the next
Fountain International Gathering to be
held in Torquay, has been booked for
26th – 27th April 2014. (So you can
put it in your diaries.) Further details
will be on the website in December. I
will also be looking for volunteers to
help at the Gathering, so keep one eye
on the blog, and the February issue of
the Magazine (perhaps with a reduced
entrance fee for volunteers.) The
Gathering will be a more informal
affair, with plenty of time to chat and
relax with like-minded people. At
present it is too early to confirm other
details, and speakers, but it is a
wonderful opportunity to meet with
other Fountain International
members.

This set me thinking. As much as I
don’t like having my photo taken,
many of you won’t know what I look
like. So, for people to make an
energetic visual link with the name, I
have put my photo below.
Hello, this is me and I look forward to
hearing from you, and perhaps
working with you in the future. Don’t
be shy, I rarely bite, and I am quite
house trained!

The Magazine, Blog, Facebook Page
and the Gathering are a wonderful
ways to share information and
experiences, so there is no need to feel
isolated. Get involved, few regret it.
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The most important thing about
Fountain International, is the putting
into action, of the “Fountain Concept”
in your own local community. You
can do it on your own, with a few
people, or a group, it doesn’t really
matter. Fountain International is very
versatile, and open to all. For any
questions just get in touch through the
Editor’s button.

For Singles or Couples
Same as for groups.
All Others
I would also like to start a list of all
people wanting to work with others, so
that they can be linked up.
Also a list for people that would just
like to be kept in touch with Fountain
International.

It is human nature, to want to feel that
you belong to a community, group,
network etc, hence the magazine, blog,
and Facebook page. The
opportunity is yours to take
action, don’t be a couch potato
leaving it to others.

If you don’t want your details
given out to anyone else just let
me know.
Love to have you interact with the
magazine, blog, Facebook page,

Some of you are aware that after our
hibernation period, Fountain
International no longer has a list of
groups and people working with the
concept. With this in mind, I would
like to instigate a new list. So get in
touch – via the Editors button.
For Groups:

Banner for Facebook Page

Group Name

or in any way that you feel fit. I love to
hear about people’s experiences, and
projects. Suzanne Thomas

City/Town/Village
Group Contact Person with Tel No or
e-mail address

Check out this fantastic Facebook
Page.

Focal Point (a photo would be
appreciated.)

https://www.facebook.com/pages/The
-Sun-and-theSerpent/168078366654583?ref=hl

Time of sending energy into the
community.
If you are a closed or open group.
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Earth – Our Place in Space – Zoe Hind

Many thanks to all our
contributors, without them there
would be no magazine.

Creativity Corner
Film - Glenn Capers
Guided Writing – Suzanne Singer
Poetry – Trust More Than Yourself –
David Stewart Miller.
Letters & E Mails to the Editor
Introducing a Group from Spain.
Helena Zapke Rodrigues
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From the Archive
Be a part of this special
magazine, don’t hide your light.

Learning from the White Ant – Colin
Bloy

All original submissions of the
submitter welcome, within the
general remit of the magazine. If
in doubt ask the Editor. With
regard to articles, we are looking
for approx. 1,500 words with
illustrations or photo’s. We are
also interested in smaller
creative or letters to the Editor.

The Rose and the Sacred Geometry of
the Heart – Sandra Marie Humby
Paul Burra 1944 – 2013 – Joy Byner
Book Review
The Spine of Albion – Gary Biltcliffe &
Caroline Hoare
A Family Is & Family Values –Anon
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As you can tell by past magazines,
we are happy to receive input
from those of you of a creative
nature, ie poems, inspired
writing, short stories, artwork,
photographs, etc. The sky’s the
limit. (Please send by the
Editor’s button.)

The Sedona Effect
By Debra Stangl

All contributions to the magazine
are copyright of the authors,
artists and photographers.
The views given in the magazine
are not those necessarily of
Fountain International.
Sedona is well known for its incredible
beauty and for its vortex energies.
What is not so well known is what I
refer to as the “Sedona Effect” – a
combination of energies, both physical
and metaphysical, that come together
in this amazing place. When properly
understood and utilized, the Sedona
Effect has an incredible
transformational impact on a person’s
life.
When I first came to Sedona in
January, 1999, I was stressed out and
burned out. I had just started my 20th
year as a divorce attorney, and was
working 60-70 hours per week. I was
40 pounds overweight, and $50,000 in
debt. In general, I was ready to jump
off the nearest cliff.

Donations are very welcome,
through the website, to enable
the running costs of the website
and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain
Concept.”
www.fountaininternationalmaga
zine.com

I came to Sedona for 3 days and,
although I didn’t know it at the time, I
was hit by the Sedona Effect. Within 3
weeks $50,000 materialized, and the
debt was paid. Within 6 months, I
closed my law practice. Three years
later I started the business of my
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In my experience when you delve into
definitions and explanations of what a
vortex is, it seems to depend on who
you’re talking to or what book you’re
reading. If you speak with some
scientists, they will tell you that this is
electro- magnetic energy that can be
measured but that it is behaving in
ways that are unusual and can’t be
explained. If you speak with the
indigenous peoples, e.g., the Native
Americans here or the Aborigines in
Australia (because Ayers Rock is
another one), they will tell you that
these are places around the Earth
where you can literally feel the energy
of the Earth if you will take the time to
do it.

dreams, and the 40 pounds have
melted off.
So what is The Sedona Effect? It is a
process of transformation that can be
accessed by those who have a deep
desire to bring this kind of conscious
transformation into their lives. It
comes from the combination of three
things: 1) the incredible vortex energy
of Sedona; 2) the amazing gifts of the
practitioners that have been called to
Sedona from all over the planet to do
their work and have the expertise to
connect with and utilize this energy,
and 3) the intense desire of those
coming here to effect a life-changing
transformation.
The Vortex Energy of Sedona

Here is my own personal belief – after
living in Sedona since the turn of the
century and having travelled many
times to Egypt, Bali and Peru and
experiencing these energies – I believe
these are places around the world
where the God energy (or the energy of
the Universe or of All That Is, or
whatever you want to call it) literally
comes onto the planet. That’s why
these places are so incredible.

What is a vortex? A vortex is believed
to be a special spot on the planet where
higher dimensional energies are
concentrated to such an extent, that
they can be felt by humans. These
energies enhance the flow of energy in
our own bodies - what the Chinese call
"chi", or the Hindus "prana". You
could say that vortex sites are like
acupuncture points on the earth's
surface - and that the acupuncture
meridians of the planet are the "ley
lines" described by the ancients.

The Native Americans believe that the
energy of Sedona is energy that can be
used for transformation. That’s why
such amazing transformations can
happen here in such a short period of
time.

Vortexes (or vortices if you want to be
absolutely proper about it, but here in
Sedona we all pretty much say
“vortexes”) are found at sacred sites
throughout the world – the Great
Pyramid in Egypt, Machu Picchu in
Peru, Bali, Stonehenge, etc. Many
people believe that the vortex energies
and the energy that flows through our
subtle bodies is basically the same that it is an electro-magnetic energy.

The other element of the Sedona
energy is that in this special place
everything is amplified, meaning
energy is amplified, love is amplified,
connection is amplified, disconnection
is amplified. Whatever you bring to
Sedona is magnified and amplified.
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Germany, South Africa, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Australia and of course
from all over the United States. In
speaking to any of them, you will
always hear an incredible story of how
they were called to Sedona. My
favourite stories are ones about people
who were from a completely different
background – an airplane pilot, an
accountant, a medical doctor, a highfashion model, or in my case, an
attorney. Suddenly, something
happened where the awareness came
that life had to be changed and the
change was made.

Thoughts, feelings and vibrations,
whether positive or negative, will be
more greatly enhanced and intensified
on all the levels – physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual.
In addition, the veils to other
dimensions are thinner in Sedona. Our
connection to All That Is is amplified
and enhanced here. I love what the
channel Bashar says about Sedona,
“Sedona is a powerful,
transformational vortex
unparalleled in its own way,
unique in its own way, that
allows for communication and
connection to multiple
dimensions of realty on your
world”.

I also love the stories where people
came here and completely got it that
they needed to be here, so they
contacted the people back home and
said “send my stuff”. Unlike me, where
the transition was a period of three
years of coming to Sedona for a few
weeks at a time to do my own healing
work (all the time telling people I was
“never” moving to Sedona). Never, say
never!

The energies of Sedona are so intense
that the Native Americans never lived
here. There is evidence that they did
sacred ceremony here, but the nearest
areas of settlement are 15-20 miles
from Sedona. I’ve been told numerous
times (but have never been able to
verify this with any documentation)
that in one of the Native American
languages, the name for Sedona was
“the place that makes you crazy”.
When I first came to live here in 2001,
I was told that it’s a good idea to get
out of the energy at least every 30 days
or so. I find if I don’t, I start to feel
jittery and un-centered. This
demonstrates the intensity of the
energy of Sedona, which is the first
aspect of the Sedona Effect.
The second aspect of the Sedona Effect
is that healers from all over the world
have been drawn here to do their work.
Here at Sedona Soul Adventures, our
healers have come from England,

Using Tibetan bowls in the vortex
energy
In the past 14 years, I’ve seen another
curious aspect of the Sedona Effect.
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literally ready to jump out of my skin. I
knew I had to do something; I just
didn’t know what that something was.
I also didn’t know that this
uncomfortable, (almost) painful
feeling was actually something
powerful that was pushing me and
moving me. As I look back now, this
was truly the highest part of my Self
shoving me toward the
transformations that were in store.

The energies of Sedona are so intense
and so purifying that they can “eat you
up and spit you out”, meaning that it’s
not unusual to have healers and
practitioners come here and then
abruptly leave after a short period of
time. Sometimes it’s because the
energy is so intense, sometimes it’s
because people are not coming from
their hearts or from the highest levels
of intention and integrity. Sedona will
not allow it and, interestingly, those
people are gone in a short period of
time.
And sometimes healers come and leave
because they have completed the
healing they came here to do. They
thought they were supposed to live
here but they stay as long as needed
and when the lesson is learned or the
healing is complete, they are ready to
leave and bring that back with them.
Which leads us to the third aspect of
the Sedona Effect, which is the intense
desire of people who come here for
deep transformation. It is a palpable,
powerful force of energy. Even if you
are in turmoil, or especially if you are
in turmoil, this is an energy that is
huge and real. You know how it feels
when you’re around someone who is
running too much energy and they’re
wired and you can literally feel the
energy shooting out of them? The
energy of deep desire, especially deep
desire for transformation, has that
same very real feel to it. It is deep and
when it is happening, the person can
feel like they’re ready to jump out of
their skin.

Debra meditating in Sedona
So I came to Sedona for what I thought
would be 3 days of just being quiet.
Instead, what happened was the
Sedona Effect. I brought the energy of
my deep desire, I did one session with
an incredible practitioner and the
energy of the Mother literally came to
me with the message that I must
change my life. That if I didn’t, I was
going to die. I listened to the message.
My life has been completely
transformed because of the Sedona
Effect.
Debra Stangl is the founder of Sedona
Soul Adventures, which creates life
changing, transformational soul

That’s what happened to me the first
time I came to Sedona. I felt like I was
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Christian centres such as Glastonbury,
Bury St Edmunds and St Michael’s
Mount. On a pilgrimage of the line
walking through Cornwall, Devon and
Somerset, I began to wonder if the St
Michael Line has a north-south
equivalent. In Glastonbury, after
climbing the famous Tor, I wandered
around the many bookshops and
seemingly by chance, opened a wellworn second-hand copy of ‘Brigantia a
Mysteriography’ written by Guy Raglan
Phillips in 1976. Inside the dust cover
was a plan of Britain showing a northsouth line from the Isle of Wight at the
base of the country to the northern tip
of Scotland near Cape Wrath which he
called the Belinus Line - after an Iron
Age road building King. The projection
of the line was the first thing that
impressed me, for it appeared to be the
longest north-south land route.

adventures for individuals and couples,
with one on one sessions with over
forty of Sedona’s most amazing
practitioners. Each retreat is
completely customized for each
individual or couple. Sedona Soul
Adventures also does group trips each
year to Peru, Bali and Egypt.
Debra Stangl
Founder, Sedona Soul Adventures
For more information about Debra and
Sedona Soul Adventures, go to
http://www.SedonaSoulAdventures.
com

The Spine of Albion
An Exploration of Earth Energies
and Landscape Mysteries along
the Belinus Line
By Gary Biltcliffe

I later realised that Phillips had not
researched this line beyond the north
of England and so out of curiosity I
decided to explore the places on its
path in my spare time. I was amazed to
find that it passes through six cities
including Winchester the old capital
and spiritual centre of England and
Dunfermline the old capital and
spiritual centre of Scotland. Carlisle
the old capital and frontier town of the
north and Inverness in Scotland are
featured as well as the great
commercial and industrial cities of
Manchester and Birmingham. It also
passes close to Edinburgh through a
newly discovered prehistoric
ceremonial site called Huly Hill at the
end of the city’s airport runway.

There are key moments in our lives
where opportunity for change presents
itself, like a symbolic opening of a
door. If we have the courage to step
through and risk the unknown, like the
character in the Fool card of the Tarot,
it can lead to remarkable changes in
our life. Back in the late 1980’s I was
inspired by the writings of John
Michell and his re-discovery of the St
Michael Line, an alignment of sacred
sites from Cornwall near Land’s End
across southern England to the
Norfolk coast near Lowestoft.
This miraculous southern axis is not
only the longest east-west land route
avoiding the sea, it also has along its
path the great prehistoric centres of
Avebury, Uffington and the Hurlers
stone circles as well as powerful

Using detailed maps and computer
programs, I was able to complete the
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In the north of England, the proximity
of the Belinus Line, passing close to
two geographical centres of Britain,
further substantiates it as an axis of
centres or middle axis. According to
Ordnance Survey, the small Lancashire
town of Whalley is at the centre of
Britain when surveyed without its
outer islands. The carvings on the
ancient crosses in the churchyard also
allude to the axis mundi. Remarkably,
only 18 km (11 miles) NNW of Whalley,
the alignment passes near a hill called
‘Middle Knoll’ just north of the tiny
village of Dunsop Bridge, which is the
nearest natural feature to the exact
centre of Britain if you include her 401
offshore islands. In Scotland, the
alignment passes through Pitlochry in
Perthshire, the most geographically
central town in Scotland, Inverness,
the capital of the Highlands, and the
prehistoric centre at Lairg, the centre
of Sutherland. In addition, some of the
key hills that highlight the alignment,
particularly in the Midlands, point
towards the NNW as if deliberately
marking its course.

line and its route in great detail. The
Belinus Line begins it’s journey on the
south coast of mainland Britain by the
Meon Estuary and further north it
passes close to Meon Hill in England’s
central county of Warwickshire. Meon
is the ancient British word for
“middle.” In Twelve Tribe Nations by
John Michell and Christine Rhone the
authors point to similar names at the
centre of other countries, such as
Myon in France, Milan in Italy,
anciently known as mediolanum, and
Midhe or Meath, the central province
of Ireland.
The location of the axis mundi
symbolically functions as the omphalos
or navel of a region or country, the
point of its origin. Finding the centre is
important to people, for it is from the
centre that we receive nourishment. In
the womb, the umbilical cord feeds us
through the centre of our body, the
‘navel’, and connects us to our mother.
This fundamental experience transfers
symbolically to our existence on the
Earth plane, hence our natural
propensity to locate our ‘centre’.

Dowser Hamish Miller discovered that
two wide and powerful bands of
terrestrial energy, one male, the other
female, weave around the axis of the St
Michael Line and cross on or near the
line at key places of power called Node
points. Their remarkable findings
following these energy lines, which
they named the Michael and Mary,
were published in “The Sun and the
Serpent.”
Ancient indigenous tribes around the
world were aware of the fertilising
masculine and feminine dragon force
in the land and their geomancers knew

Axis Mundi carving, Whalley
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how to manipulate them along sacred
north-south, and east –west routes to
empower their emperors, kings and
religious leaders.

stone circle in Oxfordshire is also a key
place of power on the Belinus Line
along with Long Meg and her
Daughters in Cumbria and many lesser
known sites such as a serpent stone
temple and avenue similar to Avebury
at Shap in Cumbria and Huly Hill near
Edinburgh, once great centres of
power before they were almost
completely destroyed.
I also discovered with the help of
Stella computer programs that the
Belinus Line, orientated at 346
degrees, targets the setting of the
bright star Deneb in the constellation
of Cygnus around 500 BC during the
reign of the historical road-builder
King Belinus. Moreover, it was during
this period that the Iron Age tribes
constructed the chain of hillforts along
the alignment. Another bright star
called Vega, in the constellation of Lyra
the Harp, also seemed significant to
the Belinus Line for it leads or escorts
Deneb to its setting on the northern
horizon. Perhaps, as Furlong
discovered with the St Michael Line,
the ancient geomancers used these
bright stars as markers to set out the
Belinus alignment using the beacon
fires along its hill forts.

Kissing dragons, Carlisle Cathedral
Having discovered that I had a gift to
locate and track these “yin” and “yang”
or female and male energies through
the dowsing and sensing, I discovered
similar bands of energy following the
Belinus Line which named Elen and
Belinus. They crossed at Node points
on or near the line at such places as
churches, cathedrals, castles, earthen
mounds and beacon hills. I also noted
that many of the Nodes were situated
on hills or escarpments with a terrific
view-point to the northern horizon.
This I later discovered was integral to
their ritual function and connection
with the stars.
One of the most significant of these
sites is the Uffington complex in
Oxfordshire. This ancient landscape
situated on the Ridgeway features the
oldest chalk cut figure depicting a
stylised horse or dragon, an earth-cut
platform mound called Dragon Hill,
Uffington Castle Hillfort and Wayland
Smithy long barrow. The Rollright

Uffington Dragon
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One fascinating example is Barr
Beacon, a hill that overlooks the city of
Birmingham. Today it has lost its
status as a venerable hill - its
megalithic stones now long gone and
its Iron Age defences lost to the
plough. Yet its importance flickers in
the light of folklore as the seat of the
Archdruid of Britain and our discovery
of a Node on its summit. Following the
NNW axis of Barr Beacon towards the
mysterious Hendesford Hills and
beyond, the line brings us to another
Node on a prominent hill called the
Cloud on the boundary of Staffordshire
and Cheshire. To the locals, this area is
as mysterious and enigmatic as
Glastonbury Tor, standing at the
centre of a hidden sacred landscape
with the remains of what was once the
largest long barrow in Britain nestling
in its saddle. From here the Cloud and
the Belinus Line point to yet another
node on a mysterious ridge of sacred
sites south of Manchester called
Alderley Edge. Within a setting of
ancient trees and a warren of worn
footpaths are prehistoric mounds, holy
wells, ancient stones and a hidden cave
where King Arthur sleeps awaiting a
call to ride out and rescue England in
her hour of need. For thousands of
years man has burrowed into its rich
seams of copper, but the Edge standing
on a high ridge like a precipice to a
new world with views to observe the
northern setting stars, still has its
secrets to reveal.

Where the Belinus Line and currents
enter and leave the country also
provided us with some fascinating
insights. Elen, the female current
starts her journey connecting with two
caves on the south coast of the Isle of
Wight called the Nostrils. Even at low
tide these caves are difficult and
dangerous to get to as they can only be
accessed over slippery rocks. They
appeared to us like hidden sanctuaries
of initiation. At the very top of
Scotland near the town or Durness, the
currents form a Node at a ruined
church at Balnekeil Bay at the foot of a
dragon-shaped peninsular called
Faraid Head.
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pilgrimage uncovering a landscape full
of hidden secrets and untold treasures
from the Isle of Wight to the very tip of
northern Scotland. Through our
meticulous detective work, we have
peeled back the many layers of
Britain’s silent history, integrating
folklore, legend, archaeology and
geology to explain the true purpose of
many of the places that mark the
Belinus Line and its accompanying
mysterious dragon force. This provided
a greater insight as to why these sites
were considered holy or special for
thousands of years and why certain
powerful and innovative individuals
continued to be drawn to them. In
addition, ground-breaking discoveries
have uncovered a wealth of
information that may prove that this
corridor of power was considered by
the ancients as a hidden cosmic axis of
Britain aligned to the constellation of
Cygnus symbolised as the swan.
Certain legendary as well as real-life
characters also feature prominently
along this enigmatic north–south axis,
which we have come to acknowledge as
the ‘Spine of Albion’.

Over the many years following Elen
and Belinus with my partner and coauthor Caroline Hoare, we began to
experience a psychic connection with
the spirit of the line which guided us to
certain places on either the line or the
serpents that required healing. Back in
the early 90’s I had the good fortune to
attend a talk by Colin Bloy who
inspired me to join a local Fountain
group. I later took part in the healing
of one particular town in our county
with a history of misfortune and
violence. Interestingly the town had
almost an immediate shift of fortunes
including a new building development
which created a more harmonious
balance to the town and its people.
Over the years we have visited many
places along the Belinus Line that
emanated a positive healing power but
there were places of unbalanced energy
too. We came to realise that many
different cultures over the centuries
have manipulated this sacred axis to
control the population by building
their holy sites over previous sacred
places or performing certain rituals at
key places of power to influence
people. By using some of the
techniques learned from Fountain,
together with our own powers of
visualisation, we felt that we were able
to contribute to the healing of this line
at many of its sacred places. However,
there are many levels of healing that
have yet to be done and we found that
several people had already been drawn
to the line and the Elen and Belinus
dragons over many years in order to do
this, sometimes unconsciously.

To order signed copies of the book
contact the authors at:
www.belinusline.com or write to
Sacred Lands Publishing, PO Box 7737,
Weymouth, Dorset, DT4 4FZ.
Book Review to be found in later
pages.

Our book The Spine of Albion takes the
reader on a fascinating and thrilling
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very specific rate. When struck or
compressed it creates an electrical
discharge that is visible in the dark.
When light is shone through it,
refraction produces a rainbow. It can
also transmit sound (think of early
crystal radio sets). To the ancients it
must have seemed magical indeed.
Parts of our brains, in particular the
temporal lobe, are receptive to crystal
power and to magnetic energies. This
is especially so in those who meditate
daily, undertake energy healing or
metaphysical ‘’seeing,” or who work
with crystals. Tradition says that
certain stones were used as a pillow to
induce dreams, visions, altered states
of consciousness and healings.
Ancient humans probably had a
particularly well developed sensitivity
to electro-magnetic and other natural
energies which they used to enhance
their spiritual experience

Crystals and Sacred
Sites: Accessing the
Power of Landscape
By
Judy Hall
Do your feet tingle at sacred sites?
Mine do. It’s as though an electric
current passes up from the ground and
one of my earliest memories is leaning
out of my pram to touch a standing
stone on the Welsh border. I still
remember the jolt of energy I received
from it and the feeling of wonder it left
with me. Granite both generates an
electric charge and draws existing
magnetism to it. So I can only assume
that the stones were placed there
deliberately for that effect. Perhaps
that explains my lifelong fascination
with sacred sites – and the stones from
which they were created. The
connection between crystals, rocks and
sacred sites takes us on a sinuous path
around the planet following the dragon
lines and crystal bones that underpin
our world.

The energy at sacred sites is incredibly
alive and highly responsive to
interaction with it. It literally plugs you
into the sacred: an enormous energy
grid that takes in your body, your soul,
the planet and the whole cosmos. It
stays with you no matter where you go
as an expanded awareness and
heightened sensitivity, providing
healing and catalyzing your
spirituality.

Crystal Travel Agents
Sacred tourism is increasingly popular
but not everyone can travel to locations
that may be in the most inhospitable of
places. Fortunately you don’t need to.
Crystals give you instant access.
Simply hold a stone from at or near a
site or the type found there and you
can journey in your imagination.

You can access this numinous grid
with the assistance of crystal tools to
open the limitless possibilities of your
mind.
The fruits of creation

Virtually all sacred sites incorporate
pure quartz or rock with a high quartz
content such as granite. Quartz is a
storehouse for energy. It vibrates at a

I’ve always been struck by how many
sacred sites have rock or crystal
connections (I tend to use the word
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In direct contrast is Pipestone in
Minnesota, the ‘Place of Peace’ and
home of Catlinite, although its riches
are only available to Native American
miners. Catlinite (Pipestone) is over l.6
billion years old and tradition tells us
that all who entered the site to gather
the sacred, malleable red stone had to
put aside their weapons as the Great
Spirit had declared the land
sacrosanct. The stone was used to
fashion pipes and other artefacts for
ceremonial use and tribes trekked
hundreds of miles to the site. The
pipestone ridge runs almost due northsouth and the quarry faces west. An
important equinoctial marker for the
changing seasons and for a culture that
honoured the four directions. The
moon rises and sets almost due eastwest at the equinoxes.

crystal for any stone not just sparkly
gems). Like many other sites, Mount
Kailash, known as ‘the luminescent
crystal mountain’, and Machu Picchu
are rumoured to have crystals caves at
their heart. But much smaller
‘domestic’ sites have stone
incorporated in them. The ancient
graves in my own local sacred
landscape – which centres around the
Dorset Cursus and Knowlton Henges,
have flint interred with the dead. Flint
is a portal stone, a doorway to another
world and, it would seem, always has
been.
Kilauea Volcano, the Hawaiian home
of Madame Pele, actually creates rocks
and crystals, bringing up magma-rich
minerals from deep within the earth to
produce beautiful deep green olivine
(peridot) in lavastone, and basalt a
primary building block of creation.
But, as a user of crystals and someone
who visits many sacred sites and has a
habit of picking up pebbles there, I am
aware that, for most indigenous
populations, taking crystals or stones
from a site is a desecration unless
permission has been granted. Nowhere
is this clearer than at the Kilauea
ranger station with its stack of letters
and stones from unwary tourists who
have taken them home only to be
overcome with misfortune and so
return them. My own piece of
Hawaiian olivine was picked up with
due ceremony by an island-born man
over thirty five years ago with no
harmful effects. Nevertheless, when
the time came to pass it on to me, he
consulted the awesome goddess before
the transaction could be made. I am
honoured to say she gave her blessing.

‘Grandfather Rock’ stone simulacra at
the Pipestone National Monument.
At the entrance to the quarry lie huge
erratics, transported by ice from
hundreds of miles away. These
boulders contain sparkling feldspar
and mica and stand out from the
surrounding landscape. They are
revered as guardian beings and are
duly honoured with tobacco offerings
before mining commences today. It is
no wonder that the site was
approached with awe and wonder. All
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boulders is in every part covered with
a grey moss, which gives them an
extremely ancient and venerable
appearance…

around the quarry, weathered
quartzite and Pipestone rocks display
simulacra: human faces in the stone.
George Catlin, one of the first EuroAmericans to visit the site had this to
say in his journal:

With such notes on this shorn land,
whose quiet and silence are only
broken by the winds and the thunders
of Heaven, I close my note-book.

[We crossed] one of the most beautiful
prairie countries in the world…For
many miles we had the Coteau [hill] in
view in the distance before us, which
looked like a blue cloud settling down
in the horizon. When we at length
reached the summit… there was not a
tree or bush to be seen in any
direction. On the very top of this
mount we found the far- famed
quarry or fountain of the Red Pipe,
which is truly an anomaly in nature…
The principal and most striking
feature of this place is a perpendicular
wall of close-grained, compact quartz
running nearly North-South with its
face to the West. [A small stream] is
now left to glide for some distance
over a perfectly level surface of quartz
rock; and then to leap from the top of
the wall into a deep basin below… This
beautiful wall is horizontal and
stratified in several distinct layers of
light grey, and rose or flesh-coloured
quartz, and for most of the way, both
on the front of the wall, and for acres
of its horizontal surface, highly
polished or glazed as if by ignition. ..
At the base of the wall, and within a
few rods of it, and on the very ground
where the Indians dig for the red
stone, rests of group of five
stupendous boulders of gneiss, leaning
against each other; the smallest of
which is twelve or fifteen feet high,
and the larges twenty five feet in
diameter… The surface of these

Pipestone painted in 1836 by Catlin.
Note the boulders on the right.
Sadly this sacred place didn’t have
quite the effect it could have as Catlin
didn’t hesitate to hack off, and later
discard as too heavy, lumps of the
guardian boulders.
In Neolithic times, stones were often
moved long distances to transfer their
power to a sacred site. In Egypt the
highly paramagnetic pink Aswan
granite was conveyed by river to the
heart each of the temples, drawing
down the power of the sun god, Ra,
and implanting it in the earth.
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source of at least one of the horseshoe
Bluestones by Professor Mike Parker
Pearson’s team of archaeologists.
Bluestone, with its high magnetic
resonance, was once the only stone at
Stonehenge, sited in the outer Aubrey
Holes. These holes were lined with
chalk and flint. Plugging a Bluestone
into chalk creates a battery which
amplified the natural earth currents on
the plain and the water which flows
beneath the circle in a spiral
formation. The Aubrey Holes plot a
complex moon cycle and eclipses. This
linking together may have been part of
an extremely ancient tradition that
encompassed the animistic concept of
landscape, and rocks in particular,
being alive and imbued with a Spirit of
Place - or the Spirit of the Ancestors:
Bridging Heaven and Earth, obelisk,
Karnak Temple c. Tore Lomsdalen.

‘These “pieces of places” were, in
effect, relics charged with the sanctity,
the mana, of their homeland, much as
the bones of saints that were
circulated and venerated in Medieval
times were thought to possess magical
and healing qualities.’ (SPACES
project)

“Pieces of Place”
In England, perhaps the most wellknown planting of ‘alien’ stone is that
of the Preseli Bluestones at the heart of
Stonehenge. Brought 250km (l50m)
from the Preseli Mountains in Wales,
the Bluestones have always been an
important aspect of this megalithic
henge but have you ever wondered
why? They were the first stones to be
set there and were resited several
times. The Bluestones are now
arranged in a horseshoe inside the
sarsen-stone outer ring, the
arrangement mimicking the Preseli
landscape, where the high Bluestone
outcrop of Carn Menyn at the centre
has dolerite, rhyolite and tuff rocks
around its fringe. Bluestone quarry at
its base has been pinpointed as the

The Stonehenge greenstone altar
surround by Bluestones (photo c. Jeni
Campbell.)
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Bluestone is strongly connected to the
telluric or dragon currents of the earth
which spiral out from the Preseli
Mountains. This current can be
harnessed for personal and earth
healing (see the Bluestone Journey).
Holding Bluestone increases your
sensitivity to vibrations and heightens
your awareness of crystal, meridian or
sound frequencies. It opens all your
metaphysical senses. By balancing the
meridians and restoring energetic
harmony, Bluestone creates an
unshakeable core stability for the
physical and energetic bodies. Placed
over the thymus (higher heart chakra)
it strengthens the psychic immune
system. At the base of the skull, it
harmonizes the brain stem and
activates the hippocampus, an inner
compass that assists direction-finding
and orientating yourself in the physical
world. Combining Bluestone with
chalk produces a powerful battery to
combat energy depletion in the
physical body or the earth. It is no
wonder it, as with so many other rocks
and crystals, was so revered by our
ancestors.

Bluestone has visible feldspar
inclusions that shine white like stars in
the night sky and the Welsh stones also
feature Rhyolite Jasper, a shamanic
journeying stone with powerful links to
the past. Bluestone could well have
been revered as a cosmological
skymap, a guidebook for the gods. The
central ‘altar stone’ at Stonehenge,
long believed to be Bluestone, is
actually pale green sandstone studded
with Garnet, which also came from
Preseli. Garnet has long been revered
for its magical and therapeutic powers
of illumination and healing. Zircons
embedded in the stones are being
studied by scientists. The ancients
used them as protection against
lightning, bodily harm and disease. But
it is the Bluestones that are the major
power source at this iconic site. The
stones would have been venerated for
their resonant acoustic properties,
which made the whole site ring like a
drum. They could have effected sound
healing and induced altered states of
consciousness through their
vibrations.
The Bluestones encompass a potent
mix of crystal energies to seed into the
surrounding landscape at Stonehenge
and to facilitate shamanic rituals at the
site. They embody a deep longing for
reconnection to the spiritual homeland
and the ancestors as evidence from
burials is now showing that the
builders originated in that part of
Wales. But they are also powerful
healing stones as stones with magnetic
fields have been demonstrated to
stimulate more rapid healing of broken
bones.

Home of the ancestors: The Bluestone
outcrop on the top of the Preseli
Mountains.
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Excerpt from Judy’s book “Crystals
and Sacred Sites.”

with the ancient sacred earth beneath
you.

The Bluestone Journey

When you feel ready, place the
Bluestone on the soma chakra at your
hairline, just above your third eye.
Without opening your eyes, look up to
your third eye as this helps images to
form.

If you want to experience the power of
the sacred and reconnect to Mother
Earth, you can link to these ancient
sites and to the power of personal and
earth healing that they hold with a
simple journeying meditation holding
a Bluestone. This journey will put you
in touch with ancient healing power
that can be used to revitalize yourself
and stimulate your creativity and
your enthusiasm. This healing energy
can also be returned to the Earth as
an act of service to planet in its time of
need.

Feel the stone lifting you up and
transporting you to the Preseli
Mountains as they rise up from the
bedrock of their Welsh home. The
Bluestone knows the way home and its
powerful electromagnetic properties
quickly teleport you to the rocky
outcrop at the top of the mountain. If
you are visual, you may well see the
mountain coming into view with the
sea sparkling beyond it. If you are
kinaesthetic, feeling-orientated, you
will have a sense of movement and the
rushing of air.

Preparation
Ensure that you will not be disturbed.
Switch off the phone and wrap
yourself in a blanket. Lying down
makes it easier to place the crystal but
comfort is more important than
position. A drumming CD can help
you move into an altered state of
consciousness that facilitates this
journey. Orientate yourself northsouth or east-west depending on the
magnetic alignment of your
Bluestone, whichever feels most
comfortable.

You land in front of the basin of the
sacred spring. Dip your hands into the
healing water and drink. In your
mind’s eye, picture yourself dipping
your Bluestone in the water and
replacing it on your third eye.
Now find a place to sit amongst the
rocks. Be aware of the currents and
vibrations that surround you as you
sit in this sacred, liminal place that
sits at the joining of two worlds: the
known and the unknown. It is predawn, the sun has not yet risen in the
east but the sky is lightening.

The Journey
Settle yourself comfortably and close
your eyes. Hold your Bluestone in
your hands for a few moments while
taking deep, slow breaths. As you
breathe out let go any tension you
may be feeling. As you breathe in feel
yourself relaxing deeper and deeper
into your connection to the stone and

As you look out over the land you can
see the earth’s grid and the
connections to all its sacred sites
rolling and spiralling out before you.
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Breathe deeply, stretch your fingers
and toes and then get up slowly.
Picture a bubble of protection around
yourself. Feel the connection your feet
make to the earth. Notice how much
more in tune with the earth you feel as
you walk lightly upon it. How your
consciousness has expanded and how
your senses are more finely attuned to
the beauty that is all around you.

If any of the lines look ragged or
broken, see them magically heal
themselves so that the earth’s currents
can flow freely once again.
When you feel ready, follow the
energetic path that leads south-east to
Stonehenge. Let the stone lift you up
and transport you as before. As you
fly over the land you will see the River
Seven shining below you, pass over it
and on eastwards towards the circle
on the flat plain that is Stonehenge.
When you land the site is complete,
mysterious, sacred. Walk the ritual
way, follow the cursus, until you
reach the entrance to the temple and
ask permission to enter.

Author: Judy Hall is the author of The
Crystal Bibles (1, II, III) and Crystals
and Sacred Sites: Use Crystals to
Access the Power of Sacred Landscapes
for Personal and Planetary
Transformation (Fair Winds
Press/Quarto Books) from which the
above is extracted. See
www.judyhall.co.uk for details of
workshops and other publications.

Walk into the centre of the shadowy
Temple and place your stone with its
healing water on the altar stone.

Bluestones and other crystals attuned
by Judy Hall to the sacred sites of the
world can be obtained from
www.angeladditions.co.uk

As you make your way to stand in the
centre of the Bluestone Horseshoe
facing the Heel Stone, all around you
music strikes up. The rocks ring out.
Voices sound. The people have
gathered with you to greet the
midsummer dawn.

i http://www.landscapeperception.com/a_stone_age_holy_la
nd/
ii See Colin Sheering’s article on
http://www.britannia.com/history/pre
seil_blue.html Drs Nick Pearce and
Richard Bevins and colleagues have
also extensively tested the origins of
the Stonehenge rocks drawing the
conclusion that they were taken from
the north side of the Preseli range.
http://www.archnews.co.uk/featured/
5402-stonehenge-geologists-overturnstanding-theory-about-the-standingstone.html The latest findings from
Professory Mike Parker Pearson’s dig
at the Preseli quarry will be published

Suddenly a beam focuses and flashes
down the centre of the temple striking
you in the heart and radiating
through your whole body. A roar goes
up. The light of the sun has arrived.
You are fertilised, made new, healed,
reborn.
When you are ready to leave, the
stone will bring you back to your body
where it lies waiting for you. The
silver cord attached to your soma
chakra will reel you back. Settle
yourself comfortably in your body.
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shortly. It was passed to me by one of
the diggers, to whom my thanks.

The Prophecy
There was an old lady, from the “Cree”
tribe, named “Eyes of Fire,” who

Warriors of the
Rainbow Prophecy
This prophecy was sent into me by
Blue Thunder,
www.earthwisdomfoundation.net
He is a Native American from the
Eastern Shoshone Nation in the State
of Wyoming.
Prophesied that one day, because of
the white mans’ greed, there would
come a time, when the fish would die
in the streams, the birds would fall
from the air, the waters would be
blackened, and the trees would no
longer be, mankind as we know it
would all be cease to exist. There
would come a time when the “keepers
of legend stories, culture rituals, and
myths, and all the Ancient Tribal
Customs,” would be needed to restore
us to health. They would be mankind’s
key to survival, they were the
“Warriors of the Rainbow.” There
would come a day of awakening when
all peoples of all the tribes would form
a New World of Justice, Peace,
Freedom and recognition of the Great
Spirit.

His work shows why it is important to
recalibrate the energies within the
elements and reset the four directions
balancing magnetic energy that is
coming to set the earth into harmony
and bring about peace. We can all
work with Mother Earth as we heal
what has imprinted humanity to be
negative, causing tornadoes, droughts,
forest fires, earthquakes and other
related incidents in nature’s disasters
energy, through healing what is out of
balance.
Blue Thunder would like to do some
lectures and workshops, on how we as
spiritual scientist can help re-educate
humanity on nature’s laws, the laws of
peace of the whole world to consider
for peace’s sake for all of creation
equally, in the UK and Europe.
Contact can be made through his
website.

The “Warriors of the Rainbow” would
spread these messages and teach all
the peoples of the Earth or “Elohi.”
They would teach them how to live the
“Way of the Great Spirit.” They would
tell them f how the world today has
turned away from the Great Spirit and
that is why our Earth is “Sick.”
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They would be free of petty jealousies
and love all mankind as their brothers,
regardless of colour, race or religion.
They would feel happiness enter their
hearts, and become as one with the
entire human race. Their hearts would
be pure and radiate warmth,
understanding and respect for all
mankind , Nature, and the Great
Spirit. They would once again fill their
minds, hearts, souls, and deeds with
the purest of thoughts. They would
seek the beauty of the Master of Life –
the Great Spirit! They would find
strength and beauty in prayer and the
solitudes of life.

The “Warriors of the Rainbow” would
show the peoples that this “Ancient
Being,” (the Great Spirit,) is full of love
and understanding, and teach them
how to make the Earth beautiful again.
These Warriors would give the people
principles or rules to follow to make
their path right with the world. These
principles would be those of the
Ancient Tribes. The Warriors of the
Rainbow would teach the people of the
ancient practices of Unity, Love and
Understanding. They would teach of
Harmony among people in all four
corners of the Earth.

Their children would once again be
able to run free and enjoy the treasures
of Nature and Mother Earth. Free
from the fears of toxins and
destruction, wrought by the white
man’s practices of greed. The rivers
would again run clear, the forests be
abundant and beautiful, the animals
and birds would be replenished. The
powers of the plants and animals
would again be respected and
conservation of all that is beautiful
would become a way of life.
The poor, sick and needy would be
cared for by their brothers and sisters
of the Earth. These practices would
again become part of their daily lives.
The leaders of the people would be
chosen in the old way – not by their
political party, or who could speak the
loudest, boast the most, or by name
calling and mud-slinging, but by those
whose actions speak the loudest.
Those who demonstrated their love,
wisdom, and courage and those who
showed that they could and did work

Like the Ancient Tribes, they would
teach the peoples how to pray to the
Great Spirit with love that flows like
the beautiful mountain stream, and
flows along the path to the ocean of
life. Once again, they would be able to
feel joy in solitude and in councils.
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for the good of all, would be chosen as
the leaders. They would be chosen by
their “quality” and not the amount of
money they had obtained. Like the
thoughtful and devoted Ancient
Chiefs,” they would understand the
people with love, and see that their
young were educated with the love and
wisdom of their surroundings. They
would show them that miracles can be
accomplished to heal this world of its
ills, and restore it to health and beauty.

Journeying and Essences
By
Debbie Adamson

The tasks of these “Warriors of the
Rainbow” are many and great. There
will be terrifying mountains of
ignorance to conquer and they shall
find prejudice and hatred. They must
be dedicated, unwavering in their
strength, and strong in heart. They
will find willing hearts and minds that
will follow them on this road of
returning “Mother Earth,” to beauty
and plenty once more.

I started journeying about ten years
ago. My ever patient teacher gently
taught me how to do it but as he didn’t
give it a name, I thought of it as
‘travelling’. Whenever I sat down to
meditate and open to receive guidance,
my teacher would appear and I would
hear the sound of drums beating. At
times, the sheer regularity of the drum
beat would irritate me as I didn’t
understand its purpose or my need for
it. It was about four years ago that I
discovered what I was doing was
known as ‘journeying’, and that it is a
shamanic technique thousands of
years old, common across most of the
world and throughout recorded
history. The beating of drums is used
in many shamanic cultures to support
someone as they journey. The drum
has been called the ‘shaman’s horse’ as
its spirit carries the shaman into the
different worlds that make up the
cosmos. It is said to enable him/her to
heal, gain knowledge, divine the
future, look at the past, talk with
spirits of all the kingdoms and perform
feats that defy ‘logical’ explanation.

The day will come, it is not far away.
The day that we shall see how we owe
our very existence to the people of all
tribes that have maintained their
culture and heritage. Those that have
kept the rituals, stories, legends and
myths alive. It will be with this
knowledge, the knowledge that they
have preserved, that we shall once
again return to “harmony” with
Nature, Mother Earth and mankind. It
will be with this knowledge that we
shall find our “Key to our Survival.”
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locate or sense whilst in our ‘normal’
conscious state.

Ironically, it has taken our more
‘advanced’ science a long time to catch
up with the science of the shaman but
research has shown that a monotonous
beat like that from the ‘shaman’s
horse’ entrains the two halves of the
brain and can elicit changes in
consciousness.

Taking essences whilst
journeying
When I started exploring and using
essences, I noticed, like many others,
that issues within my life would
sometimes be highlighted or actually
aggravated for a while and then
improve but often re-appear at a later
date or in a different form. This very
much describes the idea of peeling the
onion layers of deep seated issues,
which is often part of the natural
healing process, but can be frustrating.
When I realized the benefit of
combining essences with journeying to
help get to the root cause of an issue, I
came to see that they support one
another beautifully, each deepening
the effect of the other seamlessly. I
feel that journeying provides a
doorway to the true root of an issue,
whilst essences help heal and balance
the initial wound/trigger which may lie
beyond this physical life time. An
additional benefit of using this method
was that I began receiving information
about plants that have helped either
me or a client with whom I was
working.

Shamanic philosophy
Shamanic philosophy includes at its
heart the idea of the ‘World Tree’
which acts as an analogy for the three
levels of reality, or the ‘Three Worlds’.
The branches form the Upper World,
the seat of The Divine, home of higher
beings, angelic sentience and teachers.
In psychological terms it is sometimes
equated to our higher consciousness or
soul. The trunk is the Middle World,
the spiritual/energetic reflection of our
physical world and is related to the
ego, the working personality we have
in this life time. The roots are the
gateway to the Lower World, the world
of Gaia, home of Earth, tree, plant and
animals spirits and is associated with
our subconscious.
Journeying enables one to find their
essential connection to the Universe
and their place within it by stepping
beyond linear time and space and
resting directly in the fundamental
energy that runs throughout existence.
When we journey we can travel to any
place and point of time in the Cosmos.
We step into the Great Web of Life and
reach a deeper and more immediate
access to incredible levels of healing,
growth and learning. We can also
obtain the help of many different
beings that we may find difficult to

Using journeying with essences is not
complicated. If an issue persistently
arises when you start taking an
essence, I suggest you set aside some
time to journey using that issue as your
intent. Here’s a very simple example:
you are taking Mimulus essence
because every time you put the car in
the garage, you shake with nerves.
Your intent may be, ‘I journey today to
heal all causes and effects of my
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spirit to help you with this. This
happened to me on a recent journey.
The spirit of Bear was guiding me and
took me to a meadow of wild flowers
where bright buttercups shone like
small suns in the grass. He put chains
of these delicate flowers around my
neck, wrists and upon my head.
Following this guidance, I made an
essence with buttercups which
prompted some fascinating insights
and has been the catalyst for some
amazing changes in my life.

anxiety about getting the car in the
garage’. This issue is not profound but
it could be a symptom of deeper
things. So by exploring an obvious and
particular starting point you can begin
a healing journey to those deeper
aspects. You may have to journey
several times in order to resolve the
initial issue but when this occurs you
will feel the need to journey with this
issue fade away.

Learning to Journey
Learning to journey is easy to do,
especially if you meditate regularly and
are used to being simultaneously
focused and relaxed. Practising on a
regular basis builds up your journeying
‘muscles’, fosters your trust in the
process and helps you develop a
network of helpers that can aid you in
all areas of your life.
Having said it’s easy to learn, exploring
what it has to offer and making the
most of journeying can become a life
time’s work. Some people have called
it a form of shamanic meditation. Both
these things do share some common
features such as the intentional change
in consciousness, a need for focus and
non-attachment to ideas, but then
again there are distinct differences
between them. Whereas meditation is
often concerned with developing a
single pointed focus and nonengagement with mental chatter,
journeying leads one to engage with
whatever one encounters and to allow
the whole consciousness to explore
levels of reality that go unnoticed by
most of us in our daily lives. It is a

Before journeying, take an essence as
usual; spray it around the room or use
in any way you feel appropriate. You
can ask for the spirit of the essence to
guide your journey or simply allow
yourself to gently blend with its
consciousness. Doing so can enhance
the healing of a specific issue or
provide you with information
regarding the qualities of an essence or
a particular plant. If you have a
chronic issue that has not responded to
anything else, then you might consider
journeying to ask for the right plant
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process that is undertaken with
meditative like balance and
equilibrium, yet very much a journey
not a resting point, which is often the
goal of meditation.

1.
Make a comfortable space for
your work, perhaps containing a few
things that you hold as sacred. You
can journey sitting up but laying down
means you can fully relax and let go.
Use a nice blanket or mat to lie on,
with a cushion behind your head and
under your knees and have a cover
over you as you can get very chilly
being immobile for a while.

Sometimes journeying may not give
obvious or clear cut results. When this
occurs you may need to sit with these
experiences in order to absorb and
understand their significance. We all
have our own internal vocabulary and
this is no less true when we journey.
To get the most out of it we need to
rest in it, integrating it into our being,
rather than instantly expecting to
grasp its full meaning. It is also
advisable to follow any advice you
receive from trusted spiritual guides
and helpers, however strange it may
seem. Doing this builds trust between
you and acknowledges their help.
Sometimes things may arise out of an
experience that indicate a change of
essences is required and/or the need
for support from others to help you
finish the healing or learning process.
This might be a good friend who will
simply listen or a counsellor to support
you as you finally release something
held deeply and perhaps for a long
time. Everyone is unique and so are
their needs.

2.
Create sacred space by any
means that you are happy to employ
e.g. rattling, smudging, ringing bells,
essences, burning incense, prayer. The
different traditions that employ
journeying have various ways of
creating sacred space and these
include calling on the four, six or seven
directions. I believe however, that it is
not the technique employed that is the
most important factor but your sincere
intent to create sacred space in any
way with which you are comfortable.
3.
Settle down and either play your
drumming track (you can find lots
online), or have someone else drum for
you. Rattles can also be used for
journeying and some people feel that
they have a different energy from that
of the drum which promotes easier
entry into the Upper World. Take a few
deep breaths to relax.
4.
Set your intent for the journey
by repeating it in your mind a few
times and then simply let it go like a
feather on the wind. Phrase it as
positively as possible. Having a single
focus as a starting point also makes it
easier. For example, ‘I journey today
for healing of the causes and effects of
the frequent headaches I have

How to journey
There are many books on shamanic
techniques and Sandra Ingerman’s
Shamanic Journeying is an excellent
introduction to the subject. If you
don’t know anything about journeying
here is a suggested outline of how to
proceed.
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experienced recently’ or ‘I journey to
meet my power animal’.

What I have described above are the
essential techniques of journeying, but
many traditions that employ it use
elements that are not included here. In
some cultures, journeying is a very
detailed guided process in order to
arrive at specific places, whilst in
others it is seen solely as an individual
journey exploring the cosmos. Like
most things it is often easier to begin
with some guidance and there are
teachers who can provide this. Then
again you may realize like me, that
you’ve been journeying for years and
never knew it had a name! Whichever
is the case I wish you a happy and
fulfilling path.

5.
Just breathe and rest on the
drum beat, allowing it to carry you.
During the journey you are in control
and can come back at any point, ask
for help or clarification about anything
and make decisions about whether you
follow the guidance given. So don’t be
afraid of encountering anything scary
or overwhelming.
6.
You can journey for as long as
you wish. The length of time spent in
any single session is very individual
but for beginners, ten to twenty
minutes is typical. It is best to plan a
pre-arranged signal such as a change
in the drum beat to indicate when it is
time to end your journey. When
saying goodbye, give thanks for all the
help you have received, even if it hasn’t
made much sense (manners are very
important).
7.
When you feel fully back in the
physical world, open your eyes and just
relax for a while. Journeying can be
tiring and you may feel sleepy, so
taking time briefly to rest allows your
body and mind a little space.

Learning from the
White Ant
By Colin Bloy

8.
Release the sacred space and
thank any beings who have created a
safe space for you.

In his book about the common termite,
The Soul of the White Ant, Eugene
Marais wrote, “You must consider a
termitary as a single animal whose
organs have not yet fused together as
in a human being.” Each section of the
community performs a special function
as in the human body, with the queen
as the brain. If a termitary is damaged,
it heals itself back into its original
shape. Everything in its incredibly well
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regulated existence is geared to the
benefit of the whole organism.

That he makes a compelling case for an
etheric group-being, or soul, in a
termite colony cannot be argued
against. Michael Bentine tells us that,
in an undisturbed Peruvian Indian
tribe, the death of one member is
known instantly by the others, even if
they are 20 miles away, because a part
of them has died. Rupert Sheldrake
has also observed the morphogentic
field, or group-being, of a species:
exactly how did these 100 monkeys
communicate?

Marais, who also did a prolonged study
of baboons, is fascinated by the
comparisons between these two
communities and the human species.

One is moved by the prophecy of the
discarnate Glastonbury monk who, in
Bligh Bond’s book, The Company of
Avalon, forecast the “great return.”
After the ego-trip of individual
consciousness with all its glories and
agonies, mankind will re-assume its
duties and not merely demand
“rights.”
Now, in Fountain, we would say that
the destination of individual
consciousness is either “total disaster”
or “total success.” When the ego-state
simply explores personal well-being for
its own sake, disaster. When it
explores the limits of consciousness
itself, the individual will come only to
one redeeming conclusion: there is
such a thing as love.

From his studies, he drew the
conclusion that, even in mankind, the
race memory is inhibited, but not
destroyed. In his own words: “There is
not the least, in my mind, that the so
called subconscious psyche of man is
not a wonderful creation of natural
selection leading to perfection, but is,
in fact, the old animal psyche in a state
of inhibition, and which, in abnormal
circumstances, is released and leads to
serious psychological disorders.”

It is not the blind, unconscious
devotion of the termite, but the finality
of individuation: voluntary, deliberate,
highly conscious and disciplined. It is
not instinctive; it is the ultimate
triumph over the race-memory – the
final elimination of all psychological
disorders. It makes mankind a citizen
of the Universe, not just the world.

However, I am not sure that I agree
with Marais about the inevitable
danger of the uninhibited race memory
in the human species. In his day, the
West had not yet come to terms with
the notion of degrees of consciousness.
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to western Capitalism as we now
pursue it. The new age of world
brother – and sister-hood requires a
total acceptance of pure love, and of
duty. At the very least, it requires
living in the Star chakra, the eighth.

The intention of Fountain has always
been to be a voluntary “termitary,”
and, in a curious way, it has succeeded
as a non-directed organisation. I am
sure that the continuation of Fountain
work, and the work of similar groups
around the world, is essential to
strengthen the growing expansion of
consciousness which will permit the
“termitary” of humanity to be
voluntary and loving, rather than
instinctive and based on race-memory.
A new socio-political system, based,
not on selfish, but on conscious loving
identification of duty and contribution,
must emerge.

And there are positive signs that
spiritual activity may have influenced
the morphogentic field, with Fountain
playing its part. The surprise was that
the disappearance of the Marxist
Eastern Bloc happened so rapidly.
However, their new choice of
individualism, as opposed to their old
collectivism, is still not an argument in
favour of western Capitalism. If the
western ethos is to have a breathing
space, the concept of “duty” as well as
“rights” must take precedence, and the
ability to love as a conscious discipline,
rather than as an emotional instinct, is
the key to this.

Karl Marx said, “From each according
to his ability; to each according to his
need.” But the essential prerequisite is
that this philosophy be implemented
willing y, and with love, not as either
totalitarianism or cold bureaucracy.
Surrender to the good of the whole.
For the love of the whole, and on a
voluntary basis: if mankind has a
cosmic destiny, it is difficult to imagine
any way other than this.

Mankind is now seen to have 16
chakras available, and we are slowly
learning more about them. If the 16
chakra is the Grail, it can only imply
that there is a state of consciousness in
which we can identify, and unite our
being, with the whole universe, and
somewhere on that ladder is a chakra
most suited to the next stage of human
society; it must suggest an alternative

August 1993
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There was something special about the
way that he tended his Roses.

The Rose and the Sacred
Geometry of the Heart

My Grandparents lived in a small
cottage in Burley, a village in the
middle of the New Forest in
Hampshire, the road outside was a
rough forest road and by the little gate
to the cottage my Grandfather kept a
small shovel ready to take the
opportunity for any fresh manure left
in the road. I learned very early on that
the Roses were in fact an Alchemical
plant... transforming the manure into
fragrance and beauty. Another early
Rose in my life was my Grandmother
Rosa Kate!

By
Sandra Marie Humby

So the Roses followed me through my
life in one form or another but a trip to
The Alhambra in Spain at Rose time 4
years ago was preparing to take my
exploration and work with Roses to
another level.

Are you drawn to Roses but not sure
why? Many people all around the
world are finding the Rose coming
more into their conscious awareness,
probably added to by the fact that this
year seems to have been a very good
year for them!
Roses have been very much in my
awareness for the past 6 years but
seem to have been a thread running
right through my life... my earliest
memory being of my Grandfather, a
professional gardener, and his Rose
Garden under the front room window.

Alhambra Gardens
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What is it that makes the Rose so
special? For me it is the sheer beauty
of the Rose and her heady fragrance
that catches me every time. A visit to
Mottisfont Rose Garden in Hampshire
or the David Austin Rose Garden at
Albrighton Nr Wolverhampton is
almost an overload on the senses, but
for many people there is a memory
attached to the Rose. There is
something about the Rose that touches
the heart and in that moment
something changes, so what is that
magic?

The Rose Gardens at the Alhambra in
Granada, Spain are exquisite. From the
moment I arrived I had felt I had come
home... something there was so
familiar, maybe it was the warm
Mediterranean air or even the
rhythmic script and amazing carving
work on the walls of the Nasrid Palace,
but as I happily snapped away with my
favourite camera it was like the Roses
were calling me... ‘please photograph
me... and me... and me’... and once
home I loaded the images onto the
computer and was totally seduced by
the beauty dancing on the screen.
A couple of days later I woke with a
voice in my head urging me to put 11 of
the Roses together with the guidance
‘you are to work with us’. I went down
to my computer and started to bring
these 11 Roses together and it was very
clear the ones that wanted to come
together, that were to be part of the set
I was to ‘work’ with. Then one by one I
tuned into their energies and sensed
where and how they wanted to work
and what they were for. This was a
group of Roses that wanted to work
with the Physical body. They formed a
healing grid, a chakra grid.

David Austin Garden
The Rose bud is wrapped in 5 sepals
and as the bud opens the sepals do not
open consecutively but as you look at
the Rose the sepals open in the same
way that you would draw a 5 pointed
star, a pentagram. This is an
interesting and powerful geometry as
between each point of the pentagram
geometry is the Golden Mean ratio of
1:1.61803... As the bud opens the Rose
can fully bloom, expanding seemingly
exponentially from her encasement.
The generating geometry in this
expansion is the Golden Mean spiral,
the natural life giving principle of
nature and in some Roses it is so
clearly visible within each flower
bloom.

My adventure with the Roses had
started in earnest...
The Rose has had a rich and
fascinating history. The earliest Rose
fossil is over 30 million years old with
5 petals not unlike our briar Rose and
this simple Rose has of course
developed into a myriad of forms for
today’s Rose growers, but it is to the 5
petalled Rose that I come back to time
and time again.
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access and heal those places where
emotional pain has been held in the
body causing health issues and of
course a diminishing of heart light.
For, it is in our ability to live with
Golden hearts that truly allows us to be
a light for others in the world.

The Heart Geo is the Golden Mean
spiral

My Roses have multiplied over the past
4 years! I currently have 33 Roses plus
a Master Rose in my healing set! Each
one has come forward with a unique
vibration and message to assist all who
are drawn to this graceful and
beautiful transformational tool... The
Way of The Rose is truly the Alchemy
of the Heart.

So how does that connect with the
heart? Much research has been done
around the vibration of the Heart in
LOVE and what has been shown is that
the Heart resonating to the frequency
of LOVE resonates at 1:1.61803... So
the Rose does in fact touch the Heart!
Her beauty, fragrance and geometry
speaks to us of our perfection.
When we connect with the Heart
frequency and the emotion of LOVE to
send prayer or healing the Golden
Mean is the carrier wave of our intent.
It is the Golden Mean wave that takes
our LOVE to its destined place.
I feel that the Heart is a truly magnetic
organ, that it is the condition and
clarity and openness of our Hearts that
brings people, opportunities and
experiences into our lives. It is our true
attractor factor! And the Roses have
guided me so powerfully in my own
healing journey that in turn I am able
to share this experience in my own
therapeutic practice and the
workshops I offer, helping my clients

More information on my work can be
found at www.InteriorAlchemy.co.uk
© Sandra Marie Humby 2013
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Several of us old Fountaineers, plus
friends from the crop circle community
attended his funeral on February 15th
at Thanet Crematorium. It was a
celebration of his life with
contributions from his sister Melvina,
brother Kevin and other members of
his family.

Paul Bura
1944-2013

Paul has an excellent website
paulbura.co.uk with much of his work
available on it and he used to do a
monthly Bura’s Blurb, well the good
news is that his sister Mel has taken
over the website and Fif is continuing
with the monthly blurb. I really
recommend a look I am sure you will
enjoy it.

Dear friends I am sure many of you
will remember Paul Bura, he came to
several of Fountain conferences and
entertained us with his wonderful
poetry. In his lovely, rich, deep voice
he would tell us stories and made us
laugh or cry, stories of his childhood,
the challenges of every-day life his
polio presented to him, memories of
his mother, poems humorous,
spiritual, tragic and often with a
wicked twist of humour in the last line!

This is taken from the website –
Paul was an amazing person who
despite the physical restrictions and
ongoing muscle deterioration of polio
as well as other physical problems,
never complained. Rather, he was an
inspiration to anyone who had the
fortune to meet him; his generous
heart and wonderful sense of humour
he brought healing into many people’s
lives.

Paul passed away in hospital on
February 5th, and just a few days before
he posted this poem on his website.
Stepping Through
Step through

He lived in a world which involved
dowsing, ley lines, crop circles,
medicine wheels, Devic beings, all
gateways bringing in the higher
healing power for Mother Earth, for
he states: “Now is the time for us to
wake up to who we really are.”

And just melt
Into timelessness
Spacelessness
And become just
What IS!

Fortunately for his family and friends,
he left a wealth of articles poems, so
that we can continue his monthly
blurbs. No doubt Paul will be guiding
us which bits and pieces to choose

No I no me no anything,
And become it all,
All of it!
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from his new found place of Love,
Light and Laughter!

Book Review
The Spine of Albion

Let’s give Paul the last world –
The Post Polio Thing

By

I created a poem the other day

Gary Blitcliffe

Of specific things that I have to say,

&

My arms were the subject as I recall:

Caroline Hoare

What if I had no bloody arms at all?
It’s getting that way: my arms are
weaker
This post polio thing prevents this
speaker
From scribbling down the magical
verse
That forms my trade; is that being
perverse?
My brain is too fast for my wretched
hands
Leaving it a mass of confusing
strands…
The day will dawn when my brain will
explode
Leaving bits of poems all over the
road!

ISBN: 978-0-9572382-0-6

ADIOS AMIGOS

Sacred Lands Publishing

LOVE, LIGHT AND
LAUGHTER

(www.belinusline.com)

PAUL BURA

Review by Suzanne Singer

I echo that – Love, Light and Laughter
and Best Wishes.

Take a map of England and Scotland.
Starting from the eastern corner of the
Isle of Wight, draw a straight line to
Winchester. Continue northwards to

Joy Byner
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Birmingham. Keep going until you
end up in the sea north of Scotland.
You will be amazed at how many
places you touch that are either
important now, or were earlier in our
history.

no matter. The book will put you fully
in the picture.
Same physics, different flavour.
Did the two currents emerge from the
sea where they did, because of the
sight line? Or were they always there,
but got pulled across towards it? Or
did some of the places later built on
lines act as a magnet to the currents?

According to the two authors, there is a
very good reason for this. This is an
alignment which was designed by our
Bronze Age ancestors. It pointed
north, to a particular star in a
particular constellation. North was the
Sacred Direction. As so often with
research into the landscape, things
become clear once you start to interact
with the land, once you start to walk.

The Mary and Michael lines have never
attracted me at all. I presumed that
this sort of thing was simply not for
me. I was wrong. I live a few miles
from the Spine, and the three elements
speak to me loud and clear. The moral
for me in this is – do the bit that is
convenient for you; investigate the bit
that is under your nose.

This alignment, which is very much a
sight-line, has two “dragons”
accompanying it, of the type well
known to Chinese geomancers. We
would call them “energy currents.”
They weave and meander, keeping the
Spine company, sometimes close and
sometimes at a distance. From time to
time they meet, and when they do,
there are results in the physical world.
Some of the Normans, those with
access to the private information
circulating among the Knights
Templar, recognised what was going
on, and both made use of it and
strengthened it.

Coming Soon

Our authors have named the two
dragons, (or serpents if you prefer,)
Belinus and Elen. They have good
historical reasons for choosing these
names. It is this dual energy, or triple
energy, which enlivens certain places,
and by extension, the people who settle
there. If you are familiar with the
Mary and Michael lines, you will be
familiar with this sort of thing. If not,

Integrative Healing
Merging with Modern Medicine
Lorinda Weatherall
Publication Date: November 2013
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out of this act of compassion that they
want to share their skills within the
modern medical community. It is a
way to re-insert human-ness back into
our computerized and technical
medical care systems.

Integrative Healing: Merging with
Modern Medicine is a valuable tool for
any and all practitioners in the
Alternative/Complementary/Integrativ
e field. As a conventional physician,
who is also interested in Reiki, I
believe this book is timely. Hospitals
are looking to cut costs, improve
outcome, and improve patient
satisfaction. Patients are looking for
more human connection within the
health care system. Integrating
conventional medicine with
complementary techniques such as
Reiki, Aroma Therapy, Music Therapy,
Acupuncture and other Energy based
modalities can improve patient
completion rates with courses of
conventional techniques that can be
daunting from the patient perspective.
Harold Bob MD CMD, Medical
Director Seasons Hospice of Maryland

Lorinda Weatherall currently resides
in Barrie, Ontario Canada. Her interest
in holistic health started as a teenager
and has continued to the present day.
Visit her website:
http://www.ihwreiki.com/
Publicist: maria.barry@o-books.net
Review copies available on request
Distributors:
Orca Marston in Europe
tradeorders@orcabookservices.co.uk
NBN in US
customercare@nbnbooks.com

Taking the CAM therapists' game up a
notch. A practical, common-sense
guide for creating a more professional
look.

ayni-books.com
978-1-84694-963-0 Paperback
(204PP) $19.95 | £11.99 November
2013

Integrative Healing is a term used
when referring to the merging of
Complementary or Alternative
Medicine (CAM) and Modern
Medicine. The consumer benefits from
taking the best of both health worlds
and using those talents to have optimal
health. Integrative Healing: Merging
with Modern Medicine explains in
common language to practitioners
what Modern Medicine is looking for from us - when we engage as a member
of the healthcare team.

Thoughts

A Family is

Many CAM practitioners feel and know
that their chosen healing path or scope
of practice can assist their clients. It is

A family is a deeply rooted tree with
branches of different strengths, all
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receiving nourishment from an infinite
source.

. Love
. Courage

A family is where character is formed,
values are learned, ethics created and
society preserved.

. Being present
. Being grounded

A family is where all members
contribute and share, cooperate and
work, and accept their responsibilities
toward the good of the group.

. Manifesting our will
Absence of any one is expressed by the
Latin word “sine”, Spanish “sin”, which
means “without”. Without can mean
“waiting outside” – waiting to come in.

A family is where holidays are
celebrated with feasting, birthdays
acknowledged with gifts and thoughts
of day gone by kept alive with fond
remembrances.

Anon

A family is where each can find solace
and comfort in grief, pleasure and
laughter in joy, and kindness and
encouragement in daily living.
A family is a haven of rest, a sanctuary
of peace, and most of all, a harbour of
love.
Anon

Family Values
We are each part of the human family,
(and in turn, each part of the earth
family of animals, vegetable and
mineral kingdoms.)

Earth – Our Place in
Space

There are certain values we would
aspire to learn – but not necessarily
taught. These include; (list is not
complete.)

By

. Humility

Zoe Hind

. Compassion

Astrology is the study of our
relationship with the planets. Each
planet creates its own unique field and
has a measurable frequency. Each

. Boundaries
. Right use of power
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receive and emit light. Light is Life All is Energy.

planetary frequency is directly
mirrored in our own bodily system.
The Sun takes up 99% of the matter in
our solar system. Huge electromagnetic waves travel vast distances
across the Space that remains and
interact at angles which are either
harmonious or discordant with each
other, and with our own patterning.
Studying your astrological chart
reveals the complex symphony of your
own unique frequency fingerprint and
your relationship with the current
planetary alignments.

In Astrology, the Sun sign shows us
where and how we radiate this Life
force energy. We all have the same
energy but express it through the filter
of different Zodiac signs, being born at
different times of year.
Look to the Zodiac sign and the
Element of your Sun sign to see how
you are transmitting and receiving
your Soular expression, how you are
motivated to direct this active energy
and how you shine through your
talents and joy.
Red: Fire: Aries – Leo –
Sagittarius
Active, Headstrong, Independent,
Passionate, Motivated, Creative.
Blood, heart, heat, photons
Green: Earth: Taurus – Virgo –
Capricorn
Grounded, Sustaining, Productive,
Sensual, Nurturing, Nature loving.

Sun Sign = Life Force Energy

Muscles, bones, skin

What most people refer to as their
'Sign' is actually their Sun sign - where
the Sun was when they were born. This
is a major part of our astrological
chart, but not the whole story.

Yellow or Silver: Air: Gemini –
Libra – Aquarius
Visionary, Intelligent, Inspirational,
Communicative.

The astrological symbol for the Sun is a
circle with a dot in the centre. This
depicts the infinite Source of Life - the
All.

Breath, lungs, mental processing
Blue: Water: Cancer – Scorpio –
Pisces

The Sun is the Life force energy of our
Solar System and relates with our
bodies through bio-photons which

Caring, Nurturing, Intuitive, Loving,
Mothering, Protecting, Emotional
Cells, emotions, liquids, womb
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the Sun sign, a hole is left where their
intuitive and intimate self is not
included.

The Sun takes one year to travel
through all of the Zodiac signs
spending one month in each. Zodiac
means Wheel of Life.

Although you can have the same Sun
and Moon sign, most people have
different signs for each. This all
depends on your time of birth.

On the day the Sun returns to where it
was in the Zodiac when we were born,
we celebrate our Solar return or
birthday hence the term, Many Happy
Returns.

The delicate interplay between Sun
and Moon sign begins to show you a
little more about the complexity of
your cosmic make-up and goes a long
way to explaining certain moods and
phases.

Moon Sign = Subconscious
thoughts and emotions – our
inner tides.
Many people refer to their Sun sign
when speaking of Astrology which is
which Zodiac sign the Sun was in when
you were born, and colours and
flavours your expression of your life
force energy.

Once a month for a 2.5-day period, the
current Moon will be in the same sign
as your Moon sign. This is a wonderful
time when we feel more like ourselves.
This time can be used for many
empowering purposes.

The Moon Sign (which Zodiac sign the
Moon was in when you were born) is
equally important – like Yin and Yang;
night and day, the two go together.

You can also check the Moon Phase
when you were born to see your
archetype: New, Half waxing, Full,
Half waning and Dark Moon.

The Moon pulls the tides. The cells of
our bodies hold water and are
surrounded by a membrane. This is
our internal emotional memory and
brain. We retain conscious and
subconscious thoughts and feelings in
the waters of our body.
Your Moon sign reflects your inner
self; your emotions; your private side.
Whereas the Sun sign is easily visible
and sometimes guessable as your
radiant active force in the world, the
Moon sign is much more undercover.
Many people do not know what their
Moon sign is and this is why they feel
at odds when categorised solely by
their Sun sign. Although they will
associate with many of the attributes of

There is a full breakdown of all the
planets on my website, but I wanted
here to take a look at a hugely relevant
yet often overlooked aspect of
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Astrology – the Earth Sign. (You can
find your Earth sign 180 degrees
opposite your Sun sign in your chart.)

The 12 Zodiac signs correspond to the
9 hermetic principles along with 13
Mayan tones, 64 i-ching, 78 tarot
cards, 25 runes, 7 Rays, as well as
sacred languages and geometry - all
intertwine and correlate to bring us
back to our greatness.

As a Pagan I am deeply connected with
the beauty and power of this planet,
yet as an Astrologer I have noticed that
very few people even mention the
Earth. All the other planets are eagerly
mapped and watched but our own is
almost completely overlooked.

As above, so below...
Leylines and monumental stellar
alignments remind us further of the
importance of the symphonic
connection between our Earth and the
Universe.

So, question, what does Earth
represent in your astrological chart?
Home, belonging, cycles of nature,
birth, purpose this incarnation, soul
expression made manifest?

The megalithic monuments on Earth
are portals on specific energy
alignment points. Stories of the
pyramids being levitated into place
through sound and Merlin flying the
blue stones from Wales to Stonehenge,
hint at super advanced knowledge of
previous earth civilisations.

All planets in our chart have a personal
and a more societal aspect to them. So
Earth in the socio-political charts
would therefore represent ancestral
connections, the environment,
sustainability and our collective
connection to our home planet.

Alternative historians – or what I like
to call Restorians – have done great
works recently in the field of Astroarcheology proving significant
alignments to Orion, Sirius and Cygnus
at the Galactic Centre, and dating our
monuments (that were not built by
hunter gatherers as the popular press
will have us believe) to much earlier
periods and astrological Ages.

A third and vital aspect of astrology is
the esoteric soul and spiritual
meaning. I feel that Earth, when
explored on this level, is best
innerstood by rediscovering what the
ancients knew.
Looking at the old texts and megalithic
monuments we begin to see our home
planet as a mystery school and life as
an initiation process.

The Seed, Flower and Tree of Life, the
Fibonnacci number sequence, phi and
pi and are recorded in the ancient
structures; the sacred geometry of the
cosmos echoes fractally throughout
nature on our home planet.
As without, so within...
In the Age of Aquarius it is important
to honour the old ways before looking
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to the future. Aquarius is the bridge,
the rainbow, the reawakened
Sovereign Soul.

The Soul's journey round the Zodiac
wheel is the same – actually a spiral.
We never at the same place twice.

The symbol for Aquarius is the double
zig-zag. Many think this is water as
Aquarius is depicted as the Water
Bearer. In Celtic Astrology Aquarius is
the Diviner Magician. Although
Aquarius is actually an Air sign, the
symbol has evolved to represent
electro-magnetic current. Transmit &
Receive.

Cycles and spirals: from particle to
galaxy, we are interconnected, majestic
beings in a spiral spiritual expanding
symphony.

The human mind and the human heart
also create their own fields and it is the
interaction between these personal
fields and those around us that attract
experiences to us and influence the
way we perceive reality.

Zoe was introduced to Astrology by her
mother at the age of 8 and has
continued to learn and love this
profound system ever since. It soon
became a way of life.

We are always tuning into both
collective and planetary fields. Once
we realise this, we become aware and
empowered to live in vibrational
harmony with All.

Embracing the cultural beliefs and
practices of druid ancestors, and
combining this knowledge with a
healthy interest in other ancient
cultures along with the latest scientific
theories, she brings the past and the
future together to make sense of the
present.

So the study of Astrology and all the
ancient wisdom has never been more
vital. The current age requires us to
regain our powers and take
responsibility for our part in the whole.
We are not at the mercy of the
Universe, but in a two way relationship
with it. We are not chance victims of
linear evolution but regaining our
knowledge and powers from past
cycles.

Perspective, empowerment and
releasing potential is the result.
Zoe provides advice to private clients
and consultancy to companies
worldwide.

We are always shown diagrams of the
planets orbiting around the Sun in a
circle or eclipses, whereas, in fact, the
Sun travels through space chased by
the planets in an orbiting spiral
formation, and we are always
travelling through new space territory.

She teaches regular classes, organizes
events, runs workshops and writes
articles for TV and magazines.
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Harmonic Living - Astrological
consultancy to help you get the
most from life.

Creativity Corner
Film

The secret to life is good timing.
Knowing when to push forward and
when to let go is invaluable in the
hectic world in which we live.

This thought provoking 6 minute film
was sent in for the magazine by Glenn
Capers, who is an award winning
photographer.

lightwithinthedark.mov

Zoe Hind

Guided Writing

Zoe uses her astrological knowledge to
guide you towards achieving success in
your career, relationships and life in
general. Like Cosmic Life Coaching,
her insights can help to give you a
better understanding of your whole
self, your loved ones and life potential.
By comparing your own specific birth
chart with the current planetary line
up, Zoe is able to accurately advise on
the best dates and timing for
important projects. She can show you
how to maximize your potential and
minimize stress and conflict in your
life. Each reading or consultation is
unique to you. Sessions are friendly,
confidential and recorded for you to
keep.

“When you say YES, things

Please visit www.astrozo.com for more
information or to book a Personal
Astrological Reading.

to be. The NO firms things up.

open out, flower, cascade – for
better or worse. Opening can
just be a can of worms.
Cascade can just be fireworks.
When you say NO, you knock
things back into a tight, hard
shape. Sometimes this is
exactly the shape things need

Yes can produce weakness and
flabbiness. NO can lead to a
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static rigid behaviour or

Hang up your physical form, stay inert

mind set but it will not lead

Or you’ll come face to face with
frustration.

to flabbiness or weakness.
Society at the moment has too

Universal Truth will become your right:

much YES. Fashionable belief

Regardless of your sin, you’ll see the Light.

is that YES is good. This is a

David Stewart Miller

passing fashion. Let it pass.
Balance is needed. The
previous prevailing of NO plus
fear of speaking out was also
not balance.
Suzanne Singer

Poetry
Trust More Than
Yourself
Memory is an exact record.
Even life’s bright spots are clouded with
haze.

Letters/emails to the

Deep recesses of your mind hold the cord

Editor

Intact the veil stays shut; a labyrinth’s
maze
Takes you this way and that, until you stop
All attempts at discovery, and rest.
Then, when your spirit can sense a pin
drop,
Intuition overshadows your quest.
Once the process starts, you must stay
alert:
Nothing must distract your concentration;
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Bloy. At present we only teach healing
at the Centre.

From Helena Zapke Rodriguez
Spain

We remember the Fountain in
Brighton each and every day, as we
meet and work together. There is even
a picture of the Fountain, in the Old
Steine, in the salon of the Centre.
Although we do have our own focal
point in our city, the so called Golden
Fountain, which is located in the
centre of the city, where many people
pass by, day and night.

Hola
I would like to introduce our group. It
was founded in 2000, and is called the
Group Earth Centre. We were
honoured to have as a guest, Colin Bloy
on our opening day. Unfortunately I
was unable to meet him in the flesh, as
I did not join the group until 2003.
The permanent working group is made
up of six people: Olvido, our master, or
guide, myself and four other
colleagues. Before we met we all had
our own concerns and interests. For
myself, I have practiced yoga and Tai
Chi for many years. The other
members of the group had their own
interests such as; Naturopathy,
Alternative Medicine Therapies, etc.
As you can see all these practices are
related to each other, or at least in
some way linked to subtle energies.

Whilst we practice individual and
collective healings every day, we
discover new variants and nuances, as
a reflection of God’s infinite
manifestations. For example, we are
very pleased to see that lately, the
labyrinth of consciousness of many
people is developing a lot.
The group is very interested in keeping
in active contact with other Fountain
International Groups. To swap
experiences and data that we have
obtained during our practices.

Healing by the use of Archetypes,
(developed by Colin Bloy,) brought us
together. We started meeting two days
a week, in order to practice individual
healing. Later more people came and
we worked with Collective Earth
Healing. Besides the working group,
each of us practice individual healing,
on a one to one basis, or through
distant healing, both at home, and in
the Group Earth Centre.

leyhausen@hotmail.com

I would like to fully endorse,
the swapping of experiences
and information between
groups and individuals.
Including how you or your
group started working with
the Fountain Concept.

We faithfully recall Colin Bloy and
work with his knowledge. In our group
we only practice Spiritual Healing by
Archetypes. Olvido is our
Master/Guide in our spiritual work.
She was personally taught by Colin

If you have something to
share, get in touch. I would
love to hear from you.
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Bards, Ovates and Druids. I decided
that, as host, I should be getting them
to work hard on a bit of community
healing. A year on from Hamish’s
death, and some years since Colin’s, I
found myself doing something I’m sure
they would have recognised and been
pleased with.
It was in 1986 that I graduated from
film school, and on day one of being a
graduate, some chums and I loaded up
a couple of vehicles and set off down to
West Penwith to stay with Hamish
Miller, and film him. An old friend of
my dad’s, from when we all lived in
Ashurst, Sussex, I’d heard he was into
interesting stuff. So there we were four
ex-students with some rough old
technology, trying to capture a little bit
of magic. The video we shot was to
become the first Fountain video.

From Matt McCabe
Bath, England
May 2013
On Saturday 3rd March 2012, I did
something I hadn’t done for a long
time. I did a visualisation that drew
light down from above and mixed it
with the energy of the earth rising from
below, to produce a third force, a
healing light. I then infused everyone
in this light, before getting them to
take it out into the community to bring
healing and peace to where it might be
needed.

Hamish gave me the number of Colin
Bloy, and on my return to Brighton, I
took a chance and called him. Thus
began an amazing and intense period
of life, healing, dowsing, speaking and
doing Fountain meditations across the
country. Where Hamish was earthy
and visionary – beating the crap out of
some piece of metal in his forge,
persuading it into some new shape –
Colin was a man of the mind, of ideas,
an inspirer. Colin was incredibly
generous, hosting small gatherings of
amazingly interesting people in his
penthouse apartment, looking east
along the coast at Brighton.

It was something I was once very
familiar with, but it had been some 20
years since I had last undertaken what
was essentially a Fountain meditation.

Colin was a great cook. Back in the
summer of 1986, I did occasionally
think that he only invited me to one of
his dinners in order to have me pick up
some exotic fish his fishmonger had

The venue was Barrow Castle, Bath.
Once, possibly, the home of King
Bladud, this weekend it was to a
gathering of druids from the Order of
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procured for him. But it was a
privilege, great food, great company.
Looking back, it’s possible that Colin
saw something in me that needed
bringing out – to see beyond the
confines of one’s life, that which is
comfortingly familiar, and see the
world anew.

make the world a better place need
only take a few moments of your time
each day.

From Marianne Griffin
Balcombe is near here in Sussex, and
we locals are all involved in the effects
of Cuadrilla's drilling site near here,
with our water reservoir being almost
next to the drilling site.

By the end of the year I had moved to
London, and began my own journey of
self-discovery. It has been pointed out
that all the things that had resonated
for me in various articles, Fountain
Conferences and meetings between
1986-91, were signs that I was being
drawn to Druidry – one of the last
being an invitation to Phillips CarrGomm (from the Order of Bards,
Ovates and druids) to speak at the
Fountain Conference, (was it the same
one as David Icke?)

News for all :
Fracking protest in Balcombe is
continuing, by all ~ the villagers, local
Sussex people, and supporters arriving
from all over the country..
Residents alarmed, by the army of
policemen deployed here ~ who
instructed them to come? Cuadrilla, or
the land owner?

Then I moved to the North East and
immersed myself in Druidry. Yet
Druidry is, to a certain degree, a rather
self-centred path because it’s “your”
journey on “your” path. For me, there
was that nagging feeling that I should
also be doing something for my local
community – a hangover from my
Fountain days? This has manifested
itself in a lot of volunteering, from
multi-faith work in the North East to
parks, open spaces and a community
orchard in Tottenham, to my current
activities on the edge of Bath in north
east Somerset.

Policemen caught by TV cameras,
using pressure on cranial points on the
side of the heads of sitting protesters ~
who showed them how to do this ? We
need doctors/ acupuncturists to
examine the film footage of this on You
Tube ~ and to comment.
National support is coming from all
directions, to the residents in
Balcombe. Emails are flooding in.
Questions are being asked as to how
the Council managed to let this
application slip through the net .... and
why the owners of the land, where the
drilling is taking place, didn't "decare
an interest" to the planning group at
the council meeting. See website
"drilling in Balcombe" and Kathryn

It all harks back to something I learnt a
long time ago, from Hamish or Colin,
small actions can create big changes.
Whether its meditative healing, caring,
hedge planting, or helping to deliver
rural broadband(!), your ability to
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And Finally….

McWhirter's blog, asking how this all
came about ~~~~

To do Fountain Work in your
community, you need only take a few
seconds, or a minute a day, when a
thought of Light and Pure Love is sent
to your focal point, before being sent
out into your community. (This can be
timed when linked to others, or with a
proviso that it goes out at a certain
time.)

See a report from the geological
consultants at Geoscience in Falmouth
on the Geoscience website ~~ about
fracking and Cuadrilla. (Geoscience is
approved by Camborne School of
Mines specialists.)

For those of you who prefer to use a
meditation format, a suggestion
follows:
In a sitting position, close your eyes…
Allow the chair to take your weight…
See yourself letting go of all the
stresses and strains, from both body
and mind.

Google has a reference to Prince
Charles being worried about fracking.
If we use the Fountain principle, of
sending out healing light, we can direct
this daily to Balcombe ~ to cleanse the
area and bring gentle understanding
between all factions ~ the activists, the
villagers, visiting supporters, the
policemen, the drill riggers employed
by Cuadrilla, and the land owners
involved. And indeed we can send
healing to the land itself which is being
invaded by the drills. And to the water
reservoir next door, which serves
thousands of local people.

Visualise yourself (or group)
surrounded by a dome of golden
energy… united as one being…Feel
your main energy centres open up,
like flower buds… Begin to pull up into
your heart centre, the brown/green
energy of the earth from the heart
centre of the Earth…Feel a bond of
love between you.
Pull down from above, a column of
white light (the Fire of Cosmic Love)
and let it too reside in your heart
centre.

Love and Light to all,
Marianne

Now (slowly…let the energies spill out
from your heart centre, until they fill
the whole of your being… You’re filled
with a sense of peace, harmony, pure
love and joy… Allow (again) these
energies to expand, filling the room –
the whole house, and out onto the
street… Allow it to build and expand
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in it’s own way. Put no restrictions
upon it.
When you feel the time is right,
visualise your focal point. The focal
point begins to buzz with energy… see
it entering the veins and arteries of
your community… As it does so, a pink
mist is given off, touching all within
it’s path…the mineral, animal, plant,
human and the angelic kingdom… all
are touched by the white light and
pure love.
See the community being uplifted and
cleansed… From your community, see
the energies spread outwards
Three Minute Silence

May Life Treat you

Begin to feel yourself coming back to
the room. Your feet firmly on the
floor, and earth… Your energy centres
revert back to their bud like form.
Take a deep breath in…out…. When
you feel ready…open your eyes and
stretch.

kindly
And
You treat life

Suzanne Thomas

kindly.
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